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This review surveys the work developed in the field of functional hybrid materials, especially those containing conducting organic polymers (COPs), in combination with a variety of inorganic species, from molecular to extended phases, including clusters and nano-sized inorganic particles. Depending on the dominating structural matrix, we distinguish and analyze organic–inorganic (OI) hybrids, nanocomposite materials, and inorganic–organic (IO) phases. These materials have been used in a wide variety of applications, including energy-storage applications, electrocatalysis, the harnessing of electrochromic and photoelectrochromic properties, application in display devices, photovoltaics, and novel energy-conversion systems, proton-pump electrodes, sensors, or chemiresistive detectors, which work as artificial “noses”.

1. Introduction

The study of hybrid organic–inorganic materials is a recent but very fruitful and prolific enterprise. In addition to the early interest in structural hybrid materials based on carbon–silicon networks, many recent efforts have centered on the design of functional hybrid materials which harness the chemical activity of their components.

The hybrid approach is multifaceted. In some cases, conducting organic polymers (COPs) act just as a solid polymeric support for active species, whereas in other hybrid systems the activity of organic and inorganic species combine to reinforce or modify each other. But in every case the work on these hybrid materials involves the underlying use and sometimes even the explicit search for synergy.

Hybrid organic–inorganic materials in general represent the natural interface between two worlds of chemistry each with very significant contributions to the field of materials science, and each with characteristic properties that result in distinct advantages and limitations.

Research in the topic of hybrid materials entails challenges and opportunities. The main challenge is managing to synthesize hybrid combinations that keep or enhance the best properties of each of the components while eliminating or reducing their particular limitations. Undertaking this challenge provides an opportunity for developing new materials with synergic behavior leading to improved performance or to new useful properties. Indeed, hybrid materials frequently involve a combination of components that have been thoroughly studied in their respective fields but provide an additional dimension to their properties in becoming part of the hybrid compound.

Synergy might sound like a modern word, but it was used by the ancient Greeks and the concept it conveys is as old as human civilization. Indeed, among ancient materials we can even find a primitive precursor of hybrid composites with synergic properties. Adobe[1] is a mixture of clay and straw that serves as an effective structural composite material which has been used to make bricks and walls in arid regions throughout history. The addition of fibrous straw helps to prevent cracks, specially during the curing process, thus leading to a material with properties superior to the sum of the properties of its components; a synergic material.

Conventional, macroscopic composite materials such as adobe or reinforced concrete have shaped our world. Yet, when it comes to the microscopic world, reduced particle sizes boost the importance of the interphase in composite mixtures. And, as we move towards nanocomposite materials, where components interact at a molecular level, the concept of synergy takes on a new dimension, a chemical dimension.

The design of hybrid nanocomposites seeks to get the best out of two different chemical worlds, frequently with complementary strengths, to form new materials with new or improved properties. This approach has been successfully used in recent years in the design of hybrid polymers[2] with special emphasis on structural hybrid materials based on mixed sili-
con–carbon networks prepared by sol–gel methods[3–7] which can also entrap additional active species.[8] In this field the stakes are high and scientists aim at producing structural materials with properties between those of inorganic glasses and organic polymers.[9] But the expectations go beyond mechanical strength and thermal and chemical stability. These new materials are also sought for improved optical[6,12] and electrical[13,14] properties, luminescence,[15–20] ionic conductivity,[21–23] and selectivity,[24–27] as well as chemical[28–30] or biochemical[31–33] activity.

Chemical activity is of core importance in functional materials. Sensors, selective membranes, all sorts of electrochemical devices, from actuators to batteries or supercapacitors, supported catalysts or photoelectrochemical energy conversion cells are some important devices based on functional materials. In this type of materials mechanical properties are secondary (though not unimportant) and the emphasis is on reactivity, reaction rates, reversibility or specificity. The hybrid approach can also be useful in this context by combining organic and inorganic species with complementary properties and reactivities.

There are a great variety of adducts that can be formed between organic and inorganic species. The first type to be systematically studied was the group of intercalation compounds.[34–37] The intercalation of small organic molecules into layered or channeled solids was initially studied from a basic point of view or in relation to possible selective reactivity within a variety of constraining inorganic phases.[36,38–40] Although these studies are important precedents in the field of organic inorganic compounds the resulting adducts were not designed nor used as materials. Nevertheless, in the last decade a growing number of hybrid systems have been prepared and studied with their application as functional materials in mind. When we consider the myriad of extended and molecular inorganic species, small organic molecules, and polymers available for the design of these hybrid materials it becomes clear that the variety of combinations is huge. The assortment would include innovative combinations, ranging from inorganic clusters,[41–43] fullerenes[44–46] or metal nanoparticles,[46–51] dispersed in organic polymers to organic[52] and organometallic[53] molecules, biomolecules[50] or enzymes[51,52] dispersed in inorganic sol–gel polymers, or macromolecules[54–56] or polyethylene oxide chains[57–62] intercalated into silicate minerals.

This review will center on a particularly fruitful and large group of hybrid functional materials. Namely, those containing COPs as components. This category alone accounts for a large number of materials and applications as it will be apparent below.

In the span of two decades, conducting organic polymers have enjoyed a dramatic transition from chemical curiosities to revolutionary new materials.[63,64] As such, they have received great attention and study in their own right.[65,66] Indeed, the field has boomed in such a way that recent reviews tend to center on particular polymers or applications.[67–71] Table 1 shows some of the polymers which will be discussed in this work.

Table 1. Schematic structures and chronology of relevant COPs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Year[a]</th>
<th>Structure [b]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polyacetylene</td>
<td>PAc</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(p-phenylene)</td>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(p-phenylenevinylene)</td>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polypyrrole</td>
<td>PPy</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyaniline</td>
<td>PANi</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polythiophene</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polypyrrolacetylene</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] Year of the first report as conducting polymer. [b] Idealized linear structures. Protonation, conformational variability, and sometimes branching add complexity to these polymers.

The vast majority of reports dealing with COP materials involve the study of p-doped polymers, most frequently polypyrrole (PPy), polyaniline (PAni), or polythiophene (PT) and their derivatives. Among their properties and applications the most frequently studied are those related to their semiconductivity and electroactivity and range from their use as plastic conductors or light-emitting diodes (LEDs), to their use in energy storage applications.[70] Important as they are on their
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own, the combination of COPs with a wide variety of available inorganic species with chemical, photochemical or electrochemical activity can lead to a wealth of hybrid functional materials some of which will be described in this review. Although not exhaustive, this account will try to show some of the possibilities brought about by this hybrid approach.

2. Classifications

The materials discussed can be classified according to several criteria. One of the most obvious is according to the type of application for which they are designed. But examining the chemical nature of a hybrid material we can identify criteria that will be more useful in recognizing common features and in understanding related behavior and properties. A classification of hybrids has been previously proposed according to the nature of the organic–inorganic interface, that is, according to the type of chemical interaction between the components.[5] Class I materials would be composed of “embedded” phases, forming hybrids where the interaction between organic and inorganic components is limited to weak bonds (ionic, hydrogen bonds or van der Waals interactions), and class II hybrids would be those materials where the organic and inorganic phases are linked together through strong chemical bonds (covalent, ionic, coordination bonds). Although this is an oversimplified classification we will follow it here as a first approximation to the complex problem of sorting a wide variety of systems.

On the other hand, for the analysis and discussion of the functional hybrids considered here we will classify them into two major groups (and a category in between them) according to the nature of the host and guest phases. Thus, we will refer to organic–inorganic (OI) materials or compounds to denote hybrids where the organic phase is host to an inorganic guest, whereas inorganic–organic (IO) materials will be those with inorganic hosts and organic guests (Fig. 1). Obviously there will be cases falling right at the frontier between these two major classes, and we will also discuss these “nanocomposite” materials but that will be just a reminder of Nature’s resistance to conform to our otherwise convenient classification schemes.

In addition to the above mentioned classification, Figure 1 reminds us that the inorganic species which will form our hybrid materials can be either molecular or extended in nature. This will have obvious implications in the nature of the hybrid compounds, a field in which the 10 Å molecular dimension, the 10^2 Å polymer chain dimension, and the 10^3 Å crystal grain dimension will need to be considered together.

In OI hybrids, the inorganic molecules will in general contribute their chemical activity and will need to fulfill the structural support of COPs to become part of useful solid materials. In IO hybrids on the other hand, it will be the inorganic phase fulfilling the structural task although the inserted COPs can also imprint their polymeric nature onto the materials obtained. In between the two major groups of hybrids we will find nanocomposite materials where none of the phases dominates the structure. And in all of these categories we will find and discuss examples of hybrids with useful combinations of properties and applications. For convenience and clarity, we will analyze below each major class of hybrids separately.

3. OI Materials

In this section we will describe and discuss hybrid functional materials with conducting organic polymers as the host or major component that incorporate inorganic species to form hybrids with the added functionality of the latter.

A major general way of introducing molecular inorganic species into a COP network relies upon the introduction of suitable coordination sites, groups or molecules which could lead to the formation of metal complexes. Those ligands or molecules can be incorporated to the polymer chain either through functionalization, by means of covalent bonds or by copolymerization with the usual monomers. By definition, this approach leads to class II hybrids, with inorganic centers firmly attached to the polymer network. Deronzier and Moutet have recently reviewed this class of hybrids for PPy films.[72] This covalent link approach has been most extensively applied to PPy,[73–84] and also to PT.[85,86] It has also been used for PANi[87] but in this case a general application of the method is much restricted due to the high reactivity of the amino group.

Another general approach for the introduction of molecular species into a COP network takes advantage of the doping process itself. The doping of these polymers involves the introduction of holes (p-doped) or electrons (n-doped) into their conjugated chains. These processes take place with a concomitant incorporation of charge-balancing species into the structure, anions for p-doped and cations for n-doped materials. Hence the possibility of using active ionic species as dopants in the design of functional hybrids either by ionic exchange or by in-situ incorporation of the active species during the polymerization and doping process. Since p-doped COPs have been more widely studied, the literature abounds in active-anion doping used in place of, or in addition to, simple inert anions such as ClO_4^−, BF_4^−, SO_4^{2−}, etc. But of course
the same approach is feasible for the introduction of active cations into n-doped polymers.

This approach leads to less strongly bound inorganic species (i.e., class I hybrids) but has the advantage of a greater simplicity and versatility and has allowed the systematic preparation and study of hybrids containing a wide variety of anionic transition metal complexes such as tetrachloroferrate,[88–93] hexacyanoferrate,[94–99] and other cyano-metalate complexes[100,101] coordination compounds such as oxalatometalates[112,113] or ethylenediamine tetraacetate (EDTA) complexes,[114,115] tetra-thiomylobdate,[116–123] and macrocyclic compounds such as metal phthalocyanines[124–136] or porphyrin[137,138] complexes. Among polynuclear metal complexes polyoxometalates have been by far the most widely studied.[41,105,107,139–188] A number of examples of these oxide clusters have been used to modify or to be incorporated into polycrylonitrile.[139–141] Polyoxometalates are small oxide clusters whose size and solubility have caused them to be traditionally considered within the framework of molecular chemistry.[189–191] They are indeed complex molecules with several metallic ions coordinated by shared oxide ions, forming a highly symmetrical metal oxide cluster. Figure 2 shows two of the most common and extensively studied structures found for these clusters, the so-called Keggin structure conforming to the formula \([\text{XM}_{12}\text{O}_{40}]^{-}\) and the Wells–Dawson structure \([\text{X}_{2}\text{M}_{18}\text{O}_{62}]^{2-}\). Polyoxometalates can in turn be classified as isopolyanions and heteropolyanions depending on whether they contain one or more kinds of atoms in addition to oxygen respectively. In the latter case one type of atoms is predominant, forming with oxygen the main framework of the structure. These so called addenda atoms are typically early transition metals such as W or Mo, and to a lesser extent V, Nb, or Ta.

The minor components of heteropolyanions are known as heteroatoms and they can be anything, from main group elements to transition metals to lanthanides[189] conferring an extraordinary chemical richness to this large family of polynuclear compounds. The number of addenda atoms in heteropolyanions is well defined for each species and varies typically from 12 to 48 with a corresponding increase in their size from a diameter of 10 Å for the Keggin structure (Fig. 2a) to ca. 25 Å, although larger clusters are known.[192] Polyoxometalates present therefore a state of aggregation that makes of them a natural link between the chemistry of extended oxides and the chemistry of monomeric molecules. Furthermore, their redox, electrochemical, and photochemical properties are also parallel to those of related oxides.[174,178] Heteropolyanions present very interesting molecular properties, from electrochemical activity,[180] electrochromism,[189] photoactivity,[194] magnetic,[195,196] and catalytic properties,[197,198] which can be directly compared with those of related extended oxides.[174,178] Hybrid materials with integrated polyoxometalates would therefore allow the harnessing of these molecular properties putting them to work in applications previously unfeasible to this clusters due to their molecular nature and solubility. Their inclusion in conducting polymers yields hybrid materials with the processability and polymeric nature of the matrix and the added activity of the cluster. But, as for any other OI material with just ionic interactions between the polymer host and the inorganic guest, the permanence of the anions in the hybrid upon possible redox reactions is vital for the application of the hybrid as a useful material.

There are two major points concerning the nature of the insertion adducts formed between COPs and electroactive doping anions. One is the spatial distribution of the inorganic doping molecules and their concentration within the polymer matrix, the second relates to the reversible nature of the doping process.

The concentration and distribution of active inorganic species in OI hybrids can vary widely depending on the particular conditions of preparation. In principle, the amount of active anions incorporated to the hybrid is limited by the doping level attained for each particular polymer. But in addition, the presence of other (inactive) anions in the reaction or doping medium can decrease even further the amount of active species in the hybrid. On the other hand, it must be stressed that different applications will impose different requirements on the design of a particular material, its form and composition. Thus, OI hybrids used as supported catalysts might not require large bulk concentrations of active species but an increased concentration at the surface of the materials. Most of the earlier work conducted on polyoxometalate-doped COPs was aimed at the preparation of supported catalysts.[140,142,145–148,150,154,156,157,159,160,163,164,171,173,175–177,186,187] In those cases the concentration of polyoxometalates was secondary, counter-anions such as \(\text{ClO}_4^-\) from the acidic medium or \(\text{HSO}_4^-\) resulting from the reaction of aniline with persulfate would compete with polyoxometalate anions in the doping of the polymers, reducing drastically the effective amount of the latter in the hybrids (see for example Haasik et al.[163] where overall ratios of aniline rings per heteropolyanion could vary from 400 to 10, the latter obtained only with large excesses of aniline and heteropolyanion with respect to persulfate). Nevertheless, in these cases the main goal was the preparation of
thin films and modified electrodes for electrocatalytically active interfaces. In this sense, Hasik et al.\[159,161\] examined the results of two possible ways of introducing heteropolyanions into PANi: by direct incorporation “in-situ” during the polymerization of aniline (i) and by acid–base doping of the previously polymerized PANi base (ii). They found the second, two-step method to yield a more active catalytic material thanks to the concentration of heteropoly anions at the surface due to their hindered diffusion. An example that stresses the importance of application-oriented choices concerning synthetic methods.

On the other hand, when a particular application requires bulk materials where the amount of active species is crucial, an optimal doping of the polymer must be sought to maximize the amount of anions incorporated, their distribution and the conductivity of the hybrid. Furthermore, in these cases care must be taken to avoid the presence of inactive anions which could compete for the doping of the polymers\[41,106,107,179,182,183,185\]. This is the case for instance in the application of OI hybrid materials for energy storage, where up to one molecule of phosphomolybdic acid anion \([\text{PMO}_{12}\text{O}_{40}]^{3–}\) per nine aniline rings can be loaded into the corresponding hybrid\[182,185\] (compared with the maximum expected value of 1 \([\text{PMO}_{12}\text{O}_{40}]^{3–}\) per six aniline rings). In the hybrid of phosphomolybdic acid with PPy the maximum expected value of one \([\text{PMO}_{12}\text{O}_{40}]^{3–}\) per nine pyrrole rings was experimentally attained\[41,182\] whereas in the case of hexacyanoferrate hybrids prepared also in the absence of other anions, up to one \([\text{Fe(CN)}_{6}]^{3–}\) anion per ten pyrrole rings was obtained\[106\] (close to the optimal expected value of 1 molecule per nine pyrrole rings).

A second important point concerning class I (loosely bound) OI hybrids, which is related to the reversible nature of the doping process, is the possibility of suffering the deinsertion of active species upon reduction of the conjugated polymer. This would simply correspond to the inverse process taking place during oxidative doping with insertion of anions (see Fig. 3a). This possibility is most apparent in applications that require redox cycles of the hybrid materials. These include most notably electrodes for rechargeable batteries and ultracapacitors but also electrocatalysts or sensors.

\[\text{Fe(CN)}_{6}^{3–}/4–\]

- do actually suffer the deintercalation of those anions upon reduction. Nonetheless, the processes of doping/undoping and charge compensation are not as straightforward as it might seem. It has been shown\[199\] that even for COPs doped with simple anions, charge balancing during reduction can take place also by insertion of cations under certain conditions.

In OI hybrids though, the challenge is to avoid the de-insertion of the active anion incorporated during the oxidation of the polymer. Large anions with high negative charge will presumably have lower diffusion coefficients within the polymeric matrix and will be more likely to stay. This is the case for polynoxometalates, which have been shown to get effectively anchored within PANi, PPy, PT, or even polyacetylene (PAC) matrices. The evidence for this anchoring is varied and has included cyclic voltammetry of the hybrids\[41,142,182\] as well as quartz-crystal microbalance studies\[169,175,186\].

The retention of large active anions in these hybrid materials has important consequences regarding their redox insertion mechanism. As shown schematically in Figure 3b, the permanence of the anions in the polymer matrix upon reduction forces the insertion of cations for the needed charge balance, with the inverse process of cation expulsion taking place upon re-oxidation, thus converting p-doped polymers into cation-inserting redox materials. In addition to the above mentioned studies, direct evidence of this cation-based mechanism was obtained from analysis of lithium after discharge of a hybrid PANi–PMO12 electrode showing the incorporation of lithium ions corresponding well to the amount of charge involved in the redox reaction.\[185\] The possibility of converting p-doped COPs into cation-inserting polymers opens new possibilities for their application, for example as selective membranes or sensors, or for their integration in energy storage devices such as rechargeable lithium batteries most commonly based on cation-producing anodes and a source–sink mechanism, which prevented the efficient use of conventional COPs due to their anion-insertion mechanism.\[190,182,185,200\]

Whereas bulky molecular clusters of the polynoxometalate type are easily anchored within COPs the question remains as to whether smaller active anions would also be. The electroactive hexacyanoferrate anion \([\text{Fe(CN)}_{6}]^{3–/4–}\) (HCF) and its hybrid with PPy provide an interesting example in this respect. Some experimental evidence suggested that the permanence or loss of HCF anions in PPy was potential dependant;\[84\] furthermore, cation incorporation into PPy–HCF hybrids has been reported to take place only when just the reduction of the HCF anion was involved, whereas the electrochemical reduction of the polymer (all in aqueous KNO3) led to the de-insertion of hexacyanoferrate ions.\[95,97\] The nature of counterionic cations also plays a role in the redox behavior of HCF doped into PPy.\[95,100\] All these factors, which seem to complicate the redox chemistry and insertion/de-insertion properties of these hybrid materials can nevertheless be turned into useful behavior. Thus, films of PPy–HCF hybrids were used to demonstrate the feasibility of
switching between a strongly bound state for HCF in the polymer to the release of controlled amounts of the anion by cathodic current pulses in what could be considered a model for drug-release chemical systems.[99]

The electrolyte solvent is another important factor to take into account when considering the possible anchoring of HCF in conducting polymers. A study conducted on PPy materials showed that diffusion coefficients of anions in PPy (1-, Cl-, and [Fe(CN)6]3- were studied) are strongly dependent on the solvent due to the different solvation and swelling of the polymer in each case.[98] Concerning specifically the anchoring of HCF, it has been found that repeated redox cycling of PPy–HCF hybrids results in HCF de-insertion when aqueous electrolytes are used, whereas the use of certain organic solvents for the electrolyte allow for the retention of the anion and consequent insertion of cations for balancing the charge during the reduction process as shown in Figure 3b. This feature has allowed the use of PPy–HCF[103,107,108] and also PANi–HCF[109] as active cathode materials in reversible lithium cells, where non-aqueous solvents are commonly used.

To finish the discussion on HCF-based hybrids, it might be worth mentioning the remarkable bias towards PPy compounds. A large number of papers have appeared over the last twenty years dealing with many aspects of the synthesis and electrochemistry of PPy–HCF hybrids,[94–108] an effort apparently unmatched for PANi or PT hybrids. Ease of preparation might be at the heart of this bias but it should be stressed that other COPs offer different properties and therefore the opportunity to produce tailor-made materials for specific applications. In our own experience for instance, the move from PPy–HCF materials[106,108] into the uncharted PANi–HCF[109] involved certain changes in our synthetic approach, but the preparation of the PANi–HCF hybrid was eventually optimized and simplified and led to a material much superior to the PPy derivative as a cathode for reversible Li cells.[109]

We have seen examples of how to take advantage of the doping process in COPs in order to anchor large or even medium-sized active anions into their networks. But in principle the “active-anion” doping approach seems obviously limited to anionic molecules when dealing with the most common p-doped COPs. However there are several ways to overcome this expected limitation. A suitable substitution of neutral ligands with anionic functional groups for example can turn neutral or even cationic complexes into anions. Thus, sulfonated ligands were used for instance for the integration of the metal phthalocyanine complexes mentioned above or iron trisphenantroline sulfonic acid complexes[201] into COPs.

In addition to the doping species, the polymers themselves can also be derivatized by sulfonation[202] or substitution with other anionic groups such as alkylcarboxylic acids.[203] This “self-doping” approach also leads to cation-inserting materials. In the above examples the applications in mind were cathodes for lithium batteries[202] and proton-pump electrodes[203] respectively.

Another way to introduce cationic species into p-doped COPs is the previous doping of the COPs with anionic organic polyelectrolytes which—similarly to the inorganic polyoxometalates described above—have a hindered diffusion out of the matrix.[204,205]

4. Nanoparticles Dispersed in Conducting Organic Polymers. Hybrid Nanocomposites

As mentioned in the introduction, some hybrid materials defy normal classification. While most compounds can be reasonably considered to be formed by a predominant matrix (be it organic or inorganic) and a host component inserted within the structure of the former, that is not the case for certain types of hybrids. Nanocomposite materials, formed by colloidal nanometer-sized particles of metals or metallic compounds dispersed in COPs constitute a good example and a whole category in themselves, which has been the object of a recent review.[206] In these materials, inorganic nanoparticles are not the host for the intercalation of organic polymers, but at the same time they are too large to be considered guest species conforming to the structure of the polymers. These materials could therefore be considered as true composite materials where each component still retains its own structure but with an increased interfacial interaction derived from the small particle size.

Within this category a first group of materials is formed by nanosized metal particles dispersed in COPs.[199–201,207–211] Most frequently the metals used are precious metals from group 10, Pd and Pt, and the hybrids are designed for catalytic purposes, such as proton and oxygen reduction,[199,207,208] hydrogen oxidation[49] as well as hydrogenation reactions.[50] Although metals are the most common elements dispersed within COPs, there have also been interesting studies on dispersions of other active elements such as carbon[211–217] or sulfur[218] for use in energy-storage devices,[212,213,218] as electrocatalysts for environmental remediation in Cr VI reduction,[175,211] or as sensors and “artificial noses”[218,219]

A second group of materials is constituted by those in which the nanodispersed phase is an oxide. Several hybrid materials based on colloidal particles of transition metal oxides (\(\gamma\)-FeO),[219,220] MnO2,[221–223] CuO,[224] TiO2,[225–229] and WO3,[230–234]) as well as tin oxide[235–237] and silica[13,235,237] have been reported. In addition to the more extensively studied work on oxides, recent reports have extended this family of hybrid composites to other colloidal semiconducting particles such as CdS,[42,225,227,238–243] CdSe,[42,238,239,243] and copper or silver halides.[242]

5. IO Materials

Despite their relatively large molecular weights, conducting organic polymers can in certain cases play the role of intercalated guest molecules inserted within van der Waals gaps of layered or channel inorganic phases. At least in principle, in these cases the structure of the inorganic guest dominates the
structure of the hybrid and the polymers adapt to it. A true host–guest association would imply nonetheless that the organic molecule could leave the inorganic structure reversibly, which is normally not the case for the materials described below. Indeed, the key to the preparation of many of these IO hybrid materials rely upon in-situ polymerization of the corresponding monomers once intercalated into the inorganic host or alternatively on the simultaneous formation of both organic and inorganic polymeric structures. Otherwise, the long chains and large molecular weights of the frequently insoluble COPs would prevent their effective diffusion into the host structure. Nevertheless, despite the irreversible character of the process, the inclusion of COPs within the structure of extended solid phases leads in many cases to remarkable hybrid materials with synergic properties. Examples of this type of IO hybrid materials include insertion compounds of COPs in layered oxides such as V$_2$O$_5$,\[37,244–267\] or MoO$_3$,\[268–272\] layered transition metal chlorides such as Mo$_2$Cl$_4$,\[273–276\] or oxochlorides such as FeOCl,\[277\] and oxychlorides such as FeOCl$_5$\[35,278–284\] silicates and phosphates\[269\] (α-VOPO$_4$,\[280\] UO$_2$PO$_4$,\[281\] CdPS$_3$, and NiPS$_3$\[282\]) as well as the insertion within the channels of zeolitic solids.\[285,288–294\] A related large group of hybrids formed by COPs and inorganic polymers of the Prussian blue family (Fe[Fe(CN)$_6$])$_2$\[295–301\] can also be considered within this category, although in that case the structure of the hybrid and its intercalate nature are less well established.

One of the most extensively studied and better characterized IO systems is the family of hybrids based on V$_2$O$_5$ as the inorganic host. We can analyze it in more detail as a representative example of IO hybrid materials. Indeed, there have been a few major works of line dealing with several hybrids: PANi–V$_2$O$_5$,\[244–249\] PPY–V$_2$O$_5$\[37,245–248,254,261–267\] and PT–V$_2$O$_5$\[245,246,266–267\]. For a given hybrid, the inorganic starting matrix could be either crystalline V$_2$O$_5$ or the quasi-amorphous V$_2$O$_5$ xerogel material obtained by drying the gel resulting from the acidic hydrolysis of vanadate.\[302,303\] Most studies have been based on the latter, aiming at the production of hybrids interacting at the molecular level with reduced kinetic barriers for their formation, although hybrids based on crystalline V$_2$O$_5$ have also been reported.\[256\]

As for any IO intercalation material, the formation of hybrids of COPs inserted in V$_2$O$_5$ takes place with the initial intercalation of the corresponding monomer molecules into the inorganic layered structure. The strongly oxidizing character of the oxide induces the redox polymerization of the organic molecules. It is worth remarking that while the inserted polymer is effectively p-doped (partially oxidized) during this process, the V$_2$O$_5$ oxide suffers itself a partial reduction that renders it an n-doped (partially reduced) electrically conductive mixed-valence (V$^{IV}$/V$^{V}$) oxide.\[244,245\] Thus, in this process, a mutual doping takes place during redox intercalative polymerization, leading to a material with a double conduction mechanism.

Earlier work on COPs-inserted V$_2$O$_5$ centered on the study of the intercalative oxidation process itself and relied upon the use of preformed films of V$_2$O$_5$ xerogel for the intercalation of the monomers. Vanadium pentoxide gels can indeed easily form highly oriented films that yield characteristic powder X-ray diffraction patterns with enhanced 001 peaks (Fig. 4a). On the other hand, a powder sample of a V$_2$O$_5$ xerogel will show a diffraction pattern with more peaks but with an apparently poorer crystallinity (Fig. 4b). The process of formation of PANi-inserted V$_2$O$_5$ films has been studied in detail\[244–249,253\] and presents certain characteristics which indicate its complex nature. Thus, the initial intercalation of aniline monomers into the inorganic phase takes place with a concomitant polymerization process.

However, after this first stage follows a process of aging with further oxidative polymerization driven by molecular oxygen, resulting in the extension of the PANi chains and with V$_2$O$_5$ undergoing an overall oxidation itself and acting as a catalyst of the polymerization process.\[253\] The final result is a hybrid material where the inserted PANi is in its conductive poly-emeraldine salt form and occupies the constrained interlayer spaces of V$_2$O$_5$.

From a crystal-chemical point of view the PANi–V$_2$O$_5$ hybrid formation is associated with an expansion of the interlayer spacing characteristic of V$_2$O$_5$. In the gels and xerogels that space is occupied by variable amounts of water molecules which in the xerogel lead to a characteristic value for the c-axis of 11.55 Å. In the PANi–V$_2$O$_5$ hybrid the shift of the prominent 001 peak in the X-ray diffraction pattern (Fig. 4c1) indicates a c-axis of ca. 14 Å (13.94 Å\[244\]) which is consistent with the substitution of the water molecules by PANi.

Furthermore, a systematic study of aniline-rich reaction mixtures has shown that it is possible to identify two interca-
late phases among polycrystalline PANi–V2O5 hybrids, corresponding to a single and a double layer of PANi inserted in the inter-layer space.\textsuperscript{[260]} Traces c1 and c2 in Figure 4 correspond to these single and double intercalates which show spacings of ca. 14 Å and 22 Å respectively. Figure 5 shows schematic drawings and spacings corresponding to these materials and the hydrated xerogel.

In addition to the intercalative polymerization of aniline into preformed V2O5 films, an alternative synthetic method has also been used for the synthesis of PANi–V2O5 hybrid materials.\textsuperscript{[255,257–260]} The “in-situ” formation of the hybrid relies upon polymerization of aniline monomers added directly to the freshly formed V2O5 hydrogel, followed by isolation and drying of the hybrid formed.\textsuperscript{[260]} This approach leads to very poorly crystalline compounds, almost amorphous materials as evidenced by the very broad diffraction peaks (traces in Fig. 4c correspond to these samples). In these materials the structural integrity of V2O5 layered ribbons is only marginally retained. Indeed, for longer reaction times, aged materials shift from truly IO hybrids with a V2O5 dominated structure to materials in which the structure of the organic chains seems to take over.\textsuperscript{[255]} This is evidenced by the final loss of crystallinity in Figure 4d, an X-ray diffraction pattern where peaks characteristic of V2O5 have disappeared and only diffuse scattering features from the polymer remain. This can therefore be considered a borderline case between IO and OI hybrids and could be rightfully labeled as a hybrid polymeric material.

Recent interest in PANi–V2O5 hybrids has centered on their electrochemical properties and possible application as insertion cathodes in reversible lithium cells.\textsuperscript{[254,257–259]} Figure 6 shows initial charge–discharge cycles of lithium batteries set up with different hybrid materials and the related V2O5 xerogels. The electrochemical performance of these materials is very sensitive to the nature of the polymer and the composition of the hybrid; thus, the synthesis conditions and subsequent treatments are of the greatest importance. For example, O2 treatment which, as discussed above, has an important effect on the final molecular weight of the polymer and on the oxidation state of the oxide, is of great help in controlling the specific capacity of these hybrid cathodes\textsuperscript{[254,257]} which can reach values as high as 300 A h/kg\textsuperscript{[257]} (Fig. 6d).

It should be noted that the hybrid materials benefit from the electrochemical activity of both organic and inorganic components and that both contributions effectively correspond to the intercalation of cations, making the material useful within the optimal source–sink reversible cell mechanism. However, in addition, there are features like the improved diffusion of lithium\textsuperscript{[254]} (Li+ diffusion coefficients were found to be one order of magnitude higher in the hybrids than in the parent V2O5 xerogel) or the increased capacity of the PANi–V2O5 combination\textsuperscript{[257]} that make the performance of the hybrid superior to the sum of its components, in a characteristic synergic behavior.\textsuperscript{[254,257]}

6. Conclusions, Prospects, and Applications

The design of hybrid materials based on COPs has thrived during the last decade. After an initial period of rediscovery of conjugated polymers as conducting materials in the seventies and after a period of detailed studies of their properties and possible applications, came the realization that COPs could also be used as components of more complex systems and, in particular, part of hybrid materials which could merge the best properties of both the organic polymers and inorganic species. This broad goal has been tackled using many different
approaches, leading to a wide variety of materials. Examples range from organic polymer structures doped with inorganic molecular species (OI materials) to hybrids of the inverse nature where extended inorganic host structures incorporate the conducting polymers (IO materials). In between are materials where no structure clearly dominates or where nanosized particles are dispersed in the polymers forming nanocomposite materials.

Hybrid materials have been prepared as bulk powders or as electrochemically grown films. The polymers used have been primarily PPy (119) and PANi (84) although PT and its derivatives (25), PAc (11), poly(p-phenylenevinylene) (7), and, to a lesser extent, other conducting polymers have also been used (numbers in parentheses indicate the corresponding number of references in the present work). However, common to all these hybrid materials is the underlying search for synergy. Whether we just seek a material with the mechanical properties of the organic and inorganic species reinforce each other, the hybrid approach tries in general to create materials that are superior to the sum of their parts. This synergy is implicit in most of the work referenced here but has also been explicitly discussed in the case of PANi–V2O5 hybrid electrodes and related insertion phases[254,257,258,285] or in the activity of nanocomposites of polypyrrole and carbon black towards reduction of Cr VI.[215]

The fields of application of this branch of materials are as varied as the materials themselves. A large number of the hybrids described here are based on electro-active inorganic compounds and of course COPs themselves are electro-active. This prompted the development of applications like electrocatalysis[72,304] or energy storage[182] where the electrochemical activity is paramount. Electro-catalytic reactions studied with hybrid electrodes range from the reduction of O2[127,207] and protons[142,208] or the oxidation of H2[49] oxidation[72,137] or hydrogenation[82] of organic substrates or inorganic oxoanions,[276] electrocatalytic reduction of CO2,[305] or environmental pollution abatement by electro-reduction of Cr VI[215]. On the other hand, concerning energy-storage applications, materials for supercapacitors[211] as well as for insertion electrodes in rechargeable lithium batteries[221,257,267] have been developed. Examples of other applications include the harnessing of electrochromic,[86,139,230,252] and photoelectrochromic[241] properties, application in display devices,[241] photovoltaics,[229] and novel energy-conversion systems,[223] proton-pump electrodes,[220] sensors,[32] or chemiresistive detectors, which work as artificial “noses” and already outperform human olfaction in detecting, for example, biogenic amines.[316]

The applications of hybrid materials are promising and varied but in addition to improved devices, hybrid compounds are also interesting from a fundamental point of view. Thus, the anchoring of isolated ions or molecules within an electron-conducting polymeric matrix offers the opportunity to study the chemistry and electrochemistry of those compounds in isolation, thus blocking the possibility of isomolecular interactions leading normally to clustering or precipitation processes. This approach, which we could call “matrix chemistry,”[225] could for instance allow the study of the redox chemistry of manganese or iron species without the predictable condensation to form MnO2 or μ-oxo FeIII dimers, respectively, which frequently takes place in solution chemistry. Also from a fundamental point of view, much remains to be learned about the structural features of hybrid materials in general. For instance, in IO hybrids the field is quite open to modeling and study of the conformation of the polymers upon insertion into the inorganic matrix, whereas in OI hybrids the effect of charge and size of doping species on polymeric conformation is even less well known.

As a final remark, we can conclude that the vigorous development of this field that has taken place during just the last decade allows us to expect new exciting developments dealing with both fundamental aspects and applications of functional hybrid materials.
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[1] The word adobe is of Spanish-Moarish origin, but adobe constructions are found from the east Mediterranean, North Africa, and southern Spain to many pre- and post-Columbian sites from the United States to Peru, always in regions with a dry climate.